
The newest hotel on the Greek island of 
Paros is the work of Athens studio Interior 
Design Laboratorium, who inserted  
33 suites into an existing series of buildings, 
its clean-lined Cycladic architecture the 
ideal frame for the rock-strewn landscape. 
Inside, the designers have dressed exposed 
concrete, terracotta floors and local  
marble in a quiet colour palette of white, 
grey, ochre and sienna. There’s a wealth  
of vintage finds and contemporary design 
pieces, such as bedside tables from 101 
Copenhagen and outdoor furniture by 
Vincent Van Duysen. The food, from chef 
Alexandros Tsiotinis, makes the most  
of the area’s natural bounty. Lauren Ho
Kolympithres, Naoussa, Paros, Greece,  
tel: 30.22840 51000, pariliohotelparos.com.  
Rates: from £207

Natural rhythm

Mountain high
 ADLER LODGE RITTEN, ITALY

Nestling between two mountain villages on 
the Ritten plateau in South Tyrol, the 40-
room Adler Lodge Ritten was designed by 
local studio Hugo Demetz and G22 Projects 
to take advantage of alpine views and its 
proximity to Bolzano, a 12-minute cable car 
ride away. Though the main complex holds 
two wings of suites, arguably the best rooms 
are the 20 A-frame chalets scattered around 
the estate, their interiors, by Karin Sanoner, 
lined with larch and spruce and featuring 
terraces that open onto a panorama of peaks 

and forests. The spa answers all your 
demands at a mountain resort, including  
two saunas – one Finnish, the other 
cocooning a herbarium – in the woods.  
In the kitchen, Hannes Pignater serves up 
South Tyrolean and mod-Med dishes, such  
as spelt linguine and wild herbs, in a dining 
room where the ceiling slides apart to the 
open sky. DW
Lichtenstern 20, Oberbozen, South Tyrol,  
Italy, tel: 39.0471 1551 700, adler-resorts.com.  
Rates: from €249 

  TIMBER UP 

Above, the A-frame chalets  

at Adler Lodge Ritten,  

some of which are set around  

a small lake, are lined with 

larch and spruce planks

  BOX CLEVER 

Below, Parilio echoes the 

island of Paros’ distinctive 

white-block architectural style, 

with some suites offering 

private terraces with jacuzzi
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